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Summary version
SHARE Oxford is a volunteer-run and volunteer-led community action group that aims to reduce waste
and excess consumption in the community. On the practical level this means:
• loaning out from our Library of Things useful items at affordable rates, thereby helping people to
buy less, store less, have access to more, and waste less; and
• running regular Repair Cafés to encourage and enable people to extend the working life of objects
they own and use.
However, we have a wider vision, that is, to change individuals’ relationship with how they consume just
about everything. Ultimately, we seek to challenge people’s perceptions of ownership and our
relationship to the Earth’s resources, to collaborate with like-minded people and groups, to inspire
others to undertake similar initiatives, and to be part of a progression towards a healthier economy and
society.
SHARE Oxford was formed during 2018, and established itself at Makespace, a community working and
making space. Its first Repair Café was in June that year and our Repair Cafés have continued to run
every two months. The Library of Things was launched in February 2019, since when it has been opened
on three days a week, at times that we hoped would enable people with a variety of demands on their
time (work, childcare, etc.) to come to borrow and return items.
Membership of the Library has grown steadily through the year, with nearly 50 new members signing
up per month on average over most of that period. The number of people registered as members has
currently reached 620 (March 2020).
In addition to the obvious tools, many of our Things enable people to socialise, learn, be playful and
creative, and enjoy the outdoors, at affordable prices. In line with our mission, members of the
community donated most of the items in our inventory, and they can now be shared with many more
people. We had acquired some 200 items by the time we opened our Library and the inventory has

steadily grown over the year to over
550 items. To date, just over 30% of
our inventory has been borrowed at
least once.
Borrowing items that would
otherwise have been bought is core
to our mission of reducing
unnecessary consumption. Each item
has a loan cost for a standard period
of seven days, with prices ranging
from £20 for the carpet and
upholstery cleaner through to £0.50
for a pair of protective goggles. In our
first year of operating, we completed
630 loans.

Item (and how many in
the Library)

Power drills (9)
Pressure washers (3)
Sanders (5)
Projectors (2)
Crow bars (3)
Gazebos (4)
Carpet/upholstery cleaner
(1)
Hammers (14)
Tents (5)
Laminators (3)
Hedge trimmers (4)
Extension cables (7)
Air mattresses (5)

No. of
borrows

Cost to
borrow
(£)

Approximate
total cost to
borrowers
(£)

Notional cost
of items not
purchased by
borrowers (£)

34
27
26
18
18
15

8-12
10-15
6
8-10
2-3
8-20

272
270
208
162
50
150

3,600
2,700
1,300
1,440
180
2,200

14
11
10
10
10
10
10

20
2-3
8-20
5-7
10-12
2-3
5-10

280
22
130
54
100
30
50

5,460
110
600
500
400
100
250

£2,218

£18,840

Nearly all of our inventory was used before it was acquired by the Library, and while our intention on
the one hand is to prevent usable items being thrown away, it is also our intention to prioritise making
serviceable items available to member.
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Our Repair Cafés bring together volunteer Repairers who attempt to repair items brought in by guests.
Successful repairs can breathe new life into things; in this way we can help reduce waste and
consumption, lessen our carbon footprint, and save money. We have held 12 Cafés, have had 466
guests attend with 574 items brought for repair. Our volunteer repairers have achieved an average
repair rate of 62% across all types and all the events, and a further 13% of items identified as reparable,
with further advice given. This has equated to over 600kg of avoided waste – with items that have been
repaired and ‘given a new life’. It has also saved the unnecessary purchase and consumption of new
items.
Our repairers can also offer advice
on required spare parts or
professional services. With guests
meeting other locals over a tea and
cake while waiting for their repair,
and getting actively involved in
watching and learning about the
repair process – understanding
more about how the things they
own are made and work. The
service is free for everyone, though
donations to SHARE Oxford are
encouraged, with over £1,100
being collected to support the
running costs of SHARE Oxford.

Spreading the word

It is very much the case that we are experimenting with ways of increasing our impact. Raising
awareness of SHARE Oxford, our Library of Things, and the regular Repair Cafés, is a critical part of our
plan to become a mainstream part of the community and the first port of call when people think they
need something or before they throw something that is broken away.
In our first year, we attended a number of community events and fairs in Oxford to speak with people
about SHARE Oxford, the Library of Things, and the Repair Cafés. Initially we were met with the frequent
comment “What is that?”, closely followed by “What a great idea!”.
Linking the idea of SHARE Oxford with other low-waste or zero-waste initiatives led us to hold a
Zerowaste Extravaganza in September 2019. And we ran a Black Friday campaign #borrowdontbuy
with all loans free in the week around Black Friday – a 100% discount!
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Media: traditional and social
Starting with BBC Oxford coverage of our launch event, SHARE Oxford has appeared in the local press,
and on local and national radio and TV. Our Repair Cafés have also received some media attention
locally. Our favourite quote about the Library is from a Guardian feature in April 2019: “an idea so
simple and so brilliant that, the first time you hear it, you wonder why it hasn’t conquered the world
already. Then you wonder if it’s just about to”.
Since February 2019, our website www.shareoxford.org has had an average of 2644 views per month,
and 1040 visitors, with fluctuations in line with our media exposure and key events and posts.
On social media we regularly promote our Repair Cafés, share key updates from the Library, and try to
promote other local groups and their events that align with our mission.

Facebook (shareoxfordLoT)
1130 page likes

Twitter (@shareoxford_lot)
465 followers

Instagram (@shareoxford)
500 followers

(As at 5 May 2020)

Growing the movement
As word spread, interest in the idea of sharing Things through a Library and hosting repairing meet-ups
gained momentum. Given the change we want to see in the world, we need many more Libraries and
Repair Cafés to be established in local neighbourhoods, with more communities engaging in
conversations around consumerism and our strained relationship with the Earth’s resources.
There are a number of other Libraries of Things and Tool Libraries around the UK that have been
operating longer, some for several more years; in October 2019, we held the inaugural Sharefest in
London with 11 other Libraries of Things and Tool Libraries from around the UK to share experiences
and ideas, and hopefully to grow a joint movement.
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Nuts and bolts
SHARE Oxford’s annual budget is by design small while we establish ourselves and prove the concept.
We have not sought grant funding so far for several reasons; we wanted to prove the viability of the
Library, which we believe we have done, and we have not till now wanted to grow in a way that will
make us vulnerable to the potential loss of grant funds – certainly not until we have a longer proven
history of success. That said, we have applied for some Community Action Group funding for the Repair
Café, and have been awarded funding through the Network for Social Change.

Expenditure by category
2019- 2020 (£)
Things
Spares / Repairs
Consumables
Promooon
Card charges
Miscellaneous
Repair Café
Infrastructure
System
Rent

Income by category
2019 - 2020 (£)
From borrowing

£836.82
£382.81

Memberships

£4,311.39
£505.41

£213.40
£360.80

£2,607.41

Donaoons

£99.29
Repair Café donaoons

£328.20
£73.35

Grants

£111.63
£931.79
£3,889.00

Miscellaneous

£605.00
£868.89
£275.00

Volunteers
SHARE Oxford was founded by and is run through the power of a dedicated group of volunteers ranging
in age from 18 to 70, with people contributing what they can in terms of time and skills, and sharing
with each other. Our volunteers are encouraged to attend our monthly meetings and contribute to
steering our activities.
We currently have seven Librarians of Things who have spent over 1,600 volunteer hours working in our
Library of Things. We have 38 volunteer Repair Café Repairers, and 13 Café Support volunteers. More
than 1,050 volunteer hours have been spent in organising and running the 12 Repair Cafés we have held
since June 2018. Additionally, we have over the period of this report had eight Admin, Promotion, and
Publicity volunteers who monitor our finances, manage the social media, work on publicity materials,
and a host of other things that are less visible, but still critical to the running, viability, and success of
SHARE Oxford. We also have a volunteer Project Coordinator who is involved to some degree in all the
activities here. He also takes responsibility for the finances.
Taken as a whole, the number of volunteer hours over the year has been around 3,750. Even at around
the official minimum wage this is equivalent to over £30,000 worth of labour!
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Where and who with
SHARE Oxford is a registered member of Community Action Groups (CAG) Oxfordshire which has over 60
member groups and social enterprises across Oxfordshire. Through the CAG network we have access to
project support, insurance, training, and the ability to link up with other groups who have shared
interests. CAG Oxfordshire also regularly amplifies our messages on its social media accounts and via its
newsletter.
SHARE Oxford’s first physical ‘home’ has been at Makespace, a converted building turned communityled workspace between Jericho and Summertown in North Oxford; we are deeply embedded in the
community there, and SHARE Oxford benefits from being in a space with other great organisations and
individuals, and in a location that has plenty of people coming through.

Contact Us
We want to encourage people in Oxford to learn more about SHARE Oxford, to suggest ways we might
extend or increase the impact of our activities, to link up with us, or to get involved. If you want to learn
more or get more involved, you can find us at:
www.shareoxford.org
libraryofthings@shareoxford.org and repaircafe@shareoxford.org
and you can contact us through Facebook, on Twitter, or on Instagram
Physically we are at
Makespace, 1 Aristotle Lane, OX2 6TP, and welcome visitors (after lockdown).
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